Concepts of multimodality, intermediality and intertextuality are here put in a wider cultural context of boundaries and transgressions. Earlier concepts of passages and thresholds may enrich today's understanding of recent mixtures and flows across borders within contemporary digital media culture. A trace from Walter Benjamin's Arcades Project is followed through the borderlands of a contemporary shopping centre in order to approach late modern thinking of flows across borders in media culture and cultural studies, where with contextualising, dialogic and critical interpretation are crucial. The combination of 'multi' and 'inter' stresses plurality and interrelations rather than monolithic and essentialist reductions. A first section presents sociological, anthropological and philosophical ideas of passages and borderlands. The second section outlines main kinds of media passages through real and virtual spaces. The third section discusses the interrelations between multi-and inter-concepts that are today crucial for cultural theory, suggesting some ways to understand their mutual connections.
Introduction
The German philosopher Walter Benjamin was a flâneur in early and high modern culture, most particularly in his tour through the combined media-and cityscape of nineteenth century Paris, the unfinished Arcades Project. In that work, he both discussed and made important passages over boundaries and thresholds. One of his many traces passes through borderland ideas that continue to inspire late modern thinking of flows across borders in media culture and cultural studies. They are of relevance also to the discussion of multimodality and intermediality. Instead of viewing different symbolic modes as clearly distinct and homogeneous essences, the multimodality perspective suggests us to conceive of them as complex, constructed, impure hybrids, with crucial overlaps. And instead of studying each kind of medium in separation from others, the intermediality perspective investigates their intersections within differentiated networks of communication. The combination of 'multi' and 'inter' stresses plurality and interrelations rather than monolithic and essentialist reductions. I will approach these themes by following the Benjamin trace up to a contemporary shopping centre, where a mapping of the interplay of people and media turns out to shed useful light on today's borderlands of multi-and intermediation. My perspective is a Nordic variant of cultural studies with contextualising, dialogic and critical interpretation at its base. This text will itself have the form of a passage, surging over a series of thresholds in order to look through half-open doors at a number of interconnected themes. 1 
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Traces of transgressions
The word 'arcade' refers to the vaults and lined arcs that formed the narrow shopping galleries hidden within, under and between city houses. However, the German title of Benjamin's manuscript was the Passagen-Werk -the passages-work.
The Latin 'passus' means step, and a 'pass' is a narrow path or corridor between walls. 'To pass' is to move through or along something else, in a temporal-spatial sequence of first approaching a subject, object or structure, then being very close but not colliding, and finally withdrawing and leaving the other behind. A 'passage' is either a movement through, across or past some kind of structure (like a walk through a corridor), or that very structure itself which such a movement goes through (the corridor itself). The structure may be static and fixed, or it may be itself in a flux, though then moving differently than the passing subject -like a swimmer passing through a stream of water. Passages are movements in both time and space with some intensified contrast between the moving subject and the surrounding contextual structures.
The concept has not been much elaborated in cultural theory, compared to concepts like field or flow. One exception is in studies of 'liminal' experiences of socalled 'rites de passage' by Arnold van Gennep in 1909, whose ideas seem to have been known by Benjamin and were later further developed by Victor Turner in 1969. 2 The Latin word 'limen' signifies a threshold, and liminal phenomena precisely stand on some social or experiential threshold. 'Passage rites' demarcate age-related shifts between life phases, by rituals where the subject has to make physical movements into a different, liminal experiential space, thereby symbolising a d 3 ernity: step between one phase and the next, like passing through a door opening. Benjamin was well aware of the importance of these passages, and believed them to have become increasingly scarce in mod Rites de passage -this is the designation in folklore for the ceremonies that attach to death and birth, to marriage, puberty, and so forth. In modern life, these transitions are becoming ever more unrecognizabe and impossible to experience.
We have grown very poor in threshold experiences. Falling asleep is perhaps the only such experience that remains to us. (But together with this, there is also waking up.) And, finally, there is the ebb and flow of conversation and the sexual permutations of love -experience that surges over thresholds like the changing figures of the dream. 3 Falling asleep lets us into the transitory dream worlds of our unconscious inner life, while his addition of waking up opens a door to enlightenment and critical demystification, which is a key theme in his work. By proposing conversation and love as additional examples, human interaction and communication are acknowledged as sources of threshold experiences. Benjamin then makes a conceptual distinction: 'The threshold must be carefully distinguished from the boundary. A Schwelle <threshold> is a zone. Transformation, passage, wave action'. 4 Whereas a boundary is a line that separates, a threshold is 'a zone of transition'. 5 Thresholds are interesting since they allow passages over them, transitions between spheres or states: while boundaries tend to halt movements, thresholds invite innovative change. Therefore, as a language-using animal, 'man is half-open being'. 7 His idea that 'poetry puts language in a state of emergence' indicates the fruitfulness of a use of the threshold metaphor in the analysis of the basic functions of language, communication and culture in general. 8 The threshold passages of liminal rituals are not limited to adolescence or sublime poetics alone. Practices of entertainment and popular culture as well as the various uses of communication media also induce several kinds of threshold statesbetween self and others, past and future, understanding and the unspeakable. Media play key roles in ritual processes that structure everyday life. 9 The self-forgetful letting go in front of a novel, a sound system or a computer, opens experiential spaces where otherwise unconscious impulses may find expression through unexpected impressions. Such transitory experiences are better described in terms of thresholds for passages than as collisions with fixed borders. things 'have already related them to one another in our consciousness'. 10 Conversely 'things must first be separated from one another in order to be together', since 'it would be meaningless to connect that which was not separated', so that human beings always 'separate the connected or connect the separate'. 11 For Simmel, 'the human being is the connecting creature who must always separate and cannot connect without separating' -'the bordering creature who has no border'. 12 Here again, half a century before Bachelard, this state of half-openness opens a door tion. These models apply both to culture and to cultural studies, which is both an intellectual free zone between regulated disciplines, a battle zone where traditions collide, and a crossing zone where paradigms overlap and make new hybrids grow.
And in both cases, it is the practices of passages across thresholds that give the borderlands their shape.
To provisionally sum this up, passages are movements over borders or thresholds. They may be narrow or wide, long or short and of varying permeability.
This corresponds to thresholds being high or low, wide or thin and hard or soft.
Borders are extreme cases: infinitely thin and often rather high and hard to get It is time to move back over the threshold and reconnect to the trace of Benjamin.
Passages leave traces. Benjamin depicts how the tracing of such tracks of movements stands in a tension toward the magic aura that surrounds both traditional works of art and holy sacraments like the mystifying commodity world of capitalism:
Trace and aura. The trace is appearance of a nearness, however far removed the thing that left it behind may be. The aura is appearance of a distance, however 9 close the thing that calls it forth. In the trace, we gain possession of the thing; in the aura, it takes possession of us. 18 This magic aura has to do with commodity fetishism, which through image and logos make dead things appear alive and living labour to crystallise into sellable commodities. Benjamin gives this Marxist idea a communicative twist. On one hand, he distinguishes trace and aura in terms of nearness and distance, which raises issues of communication. The trace moves us near the thing, lets us approach it and pass closely enough to see it clearly, while the aura distances it from us and leaves it out of our touch, preserving its sacral magic. On the other hand, Benjamin introduces the question of the power over interpretations. The aura is the power of the thing, text or medium over human subjects or users, and it creates a distance to what is symbolised, so that it appears as sacred and untouchable. Critical hermeneutics in the spirit of Paul Ricoeur resists this dichotomy by following the traces, approaching the remnants of human acts and expressions, using distancing detours in order to uncover symbolic meanings and demystify that which first may appear incomprehensible, thus uniting nearness and distance in one large hermeneutic arc.
It is in this spirit I want to follow Benjamin's own trace, and rather open up his work in order to get hold of some of his ideas and use them for present purposes than submit to the aura of his work as a closed holy book. Benjamin's failure ever to finish his Arcades project might have been inevitable. The complex passages of modern life could and should probably not be conceived as a closed totality. We have to be content pointing out tendencies, following traces and combining fragments. Benjamin's method of studying various encounters between people and commodities suggests us to reintroduce people (human agency) and society (contextual frames) into our models of textual intermediality. Let me try to explain this by yet another detour, this time through an ongoing Swedish ethnographic media research project.
Media passages through real and virtual spaces
The research project 'Popular Passages: Media in the Modern Consumption Space' borrows its name from Benjamin's work. It is an effort to depict the social space of urban late modernity by looking at the interlacing passages of people and media in a contemporary Swedish shopping centre, Solna Centre just above Stockholm. It is one of the largest in the region, with more than 100 shops, 25 restaurants and 9 million annual visitors. Some fifteen researchers from various disciplines are involved in this five years' project based on close ethnographic studies. 19 The project runs in a series of steps. First, theories of consumption (shopping studies) and media use (reception studies) were developed, fusing two fields that have hitherto grown remarkably separate from each other. 20 This combination made it possible to treat the whole process of consumption with all its phases, including choice and purchase as well as use and disposal. Then, the whole centre was investigated as a communicative space, including marketing, architecture, internal communications, surveillance, visual and aural design as well as people's actual movements through this space. 21 In a third step, the project analyses how certain media groups are used. Some main media shops are investigated, to see how they structure and sell their goods and how customers make choices and use whatever they buy there, in order to understand how certain boundaries are reorganised in 11 these processes. There is to be one study each of postcards and posters, photography, videos, CDs, books, newspapers and magazines, telephones and audio-visual hardware. 22 Most media studies focus on one medium or genre or even text at a time, like studies of romance novels, soap operas, ads or news clips. Others choose one social category or specific group of people, like families, teenagers or diasporic communities, in order to uncover their total media use. By starting instead with one specific space or place to analyse how a great variety of media and people flow through and interplay in this space, a series of connections can more easily be discerned, between media genres as well as between media users. This makes possible to put some petrified categories in motion, for instance of media genres or social groups, and see how they dynamically interrelate in communicative practice.
And it enables us to extend our media concept to include all technically organised vehicles for communication; not remaining enclosed in the television/radio/press confines that too often hampers media research -also within cultural studies.
Urban spaces are passages, through which material things, bodies and symbols move. Some of them have more of a threshold character than others do, some even grow into extensive borderlands. Consumption spaces are particularly full of thresholds. Their external limits are often somewhat diffuse, in order to make the entrance more easy for potential customers. 'These gateways -the entrances to the arcades -are thresholds', says Benjamin. 23 A shopping centre can be outlined on a map and treated like a fairly well-defined building, but is as such more permeable than many other kind of structures. There is also a certain lack of overview, control and structure in its interior, so that it is often easy to get lost there. Benjamin often states that arcades are ambivalent places: both buildings and streets, houses and passages. 'Arcades are houses or passages having no outside -like the dream'. 24 While this stimulates sales, it also nourishes unconscious impulses that are not so easily channelled into commodity consumption.
Solna Centre indoor square is just like Benjamin's arcades 'house no less than street'. 25 It is an open square between built structures at the same time as it is a halfenclosed and protected room. Its space is like the Paris arcades in many ways ambiguous. In fact, it has an additional threshold trait, since unlike them, it is the town's ordinary central square that was in 1989 covered with a glass roof, so that it now doubles as both a public city centre and a commercial shopping centre. This gives rise to even more ambiguous tensions between public and private, communal and commercial. The city council and the company that runs the centre co-operate closely, but sometimes their interests collide, when they try to control the street spaces for conflicting purposes. It is a borderland space where the civil society's needs for communication arenas often collide with both the commodity and money flows of the market and the administrative regulations of the state system. Within this ambivalent centre, consumption acts are mixed with fast crossing and strolling around. Some visitors really buy things or have a cup of coffee, others just look at people or visit the public library. For some, this is a pure purchase space, while others use it as a public, social or aesthetic space.
Above all, the late modern shopping centre is really a space for passages. The inner passages over experiential thresholds have a social and material basis in specific passages of media and people through spaces of consumption, which give rise to a series of encounters where boundaries are transgressed or drawn. The shopping centre is an arena for two interlaced passages: flows of people through spaces and media, and flows of media through spaces and people. Together they give rise to several principal kinds of meetings, which are only separable as analytic aspects of a complex totality. 
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The concept of multimodality, proposed by Gunther Kress and Theo van Leeuwen, seems to imply that each symbolic mode is a complex mix of various sense modalities. 26 In particular, verbality cannot stand alone, but always presupposes elements of the pictorial mode, since writing relies on graphics and speech on gesture, but also on the musical mode, since speech is composed of sounds. This latter aspect is important: it is too common to only include images, writing and speech in the discussion, so that the aural is reduced to the verbal-oral only, which hides away music and reduces non-verbal sounds to only elements of speech.
The 'modality' term evokes the concept of sense modalities, in that certain media activate sight, others hearing. But symbolic modes cut across that distinction, when visuality is divided into images and writing, and aurality into music and speech. This It is an example of combinatory intertextuality. Like intermodality, intertextuality comes in many forms, as comparisons, translations, co-operations, dialogues and hybrids between texts or textual genres. 27 Multimediality may similarly be seen as a special case of intermediality. Multimedia are combined sets of separable media types, which is one of many possible ways to relate media to each other. Intermediality concerns passages between media that demand thresholds (if not borders) between media, i.e. relative differences between media, i.e. a plurality of media. 28 When narratives such as Beauty and the Beast moves from told to printed tale to television series and film, when Batman is transferred between comic books and films, or when Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy travels from book to radio play and computer game, these are all examples of intermedial passages that need to be further studied. 29 Such studies tend to show that few -if any -narrative capabilities are intrinsically bound to a particular medium.
Differences between media and codes are better understood as cultural constructio than as physically based facts. The meaning and function of physical differences between books and films or sounds and images etc. are always produced in the uses of these media by historically and socially dynamic interpretive communities. By complex sets of reasons, these communities of media users choose to separate th and allocate different functions to them within a larger cultural context. The bord between singular 'pure' modalities or media are not fixed or impermeable. Take for instance the distinction between music and lyrics in songs, where the criteria for which sounds are heard as words and which as nonsensical sound effects are notoriously fuzzy. 30 In the discussion of the shopping passages above, intertextuality was described as a special case of intermediality, in that media can also relate to each other in other ways than through the texts they process, for instance by the mere way they are physically placed in a room. On the other hand, only some intertextual links also cross boundaries between different media. 31 There are thus relations that are intermedial but not intertextual (non-textual relations between media), those that are intertextual but not intermedial (textual encounters within the same medium), as well as those that are simultaneously intertextual and intermedial.
In practice, these phenomena are often mixed so that the differentiation between these concepts is notoriously blurred. My own dissertation was for example on a music theatre show, itself a kind of multimedia work. This work was analysed in kind of an inter-and hypertextual manner through a parallel presentation of its audial and visual levels, the participants' comments on each scene, and my own analysis of the whole. 32 Comparative intermedial analyses were also made of the theatre show in relation to a record and a film that were based on it.
This is obviously a complex conceptual field, where intermodality, intertextuality and intermediality only partly overlap each other. Adding multi-and interarts to the series, thereby introducing social aspects of institutional sectors for aesthetic production, further complicates things, since for instance the thresholds around the art of music, music media and music as a symbolic mode cut across each other in highly complex ways. The multi-and inter-combinations of modalities, texts, media and arts indicate passages whereby on different levels symbolic formations are connected, with respect to material codes, organised channel, meaningful content or institutional setting.
Meetings between texts and between media demand human agency and are always contextually situated. An emphasis on practice and work warns us not to isolate media and texts from their institutional and processual contexts, as Kirsten
Drotner underlines in her discussion of intertextuality. 33 Texts and media only enter interrelations by the mediation of human subjects placed in social contexts.
Intermediality and intertextuality therefore first need to be supplemented with intersubjectivity and interaction.
The concept of passage has an advantage of not being confined to textual meaning-structures. It can also comprise non-discursive or extra-textual aspects of movements of media and people. Intermedial encounters between media do not only exist in the form of textual cross currents but also in each physical juxtaposition of, say a telephone and a radio. Texts as things and as commodities undermine the textual autonomy postulated in conventional aesthetic studies. That autonomy is always contested and reconstructed through intersubjective practices, i.e. through passages between subjects. Meaning is made where texts and subjects meet in contexts. Therefore intertextuality and intermediality are incomplete concepts if they disregard subjects and contexts. Texts and media get their relations through contextualised human interaction. Intermediality and intertextuality is when media or texts are connected by specific people (interpretive communities) in specific settings (physical, virtual and social spaces). In the other direction, interactivity and 20 interaction should also be thought in a way that includes the mediation of texts:
intersubjectivity between two human agents is only possible through the mediation of some textual form in a symbolic mode. People necessarily mediate between media and media between people.
Not only would models of intertextuality and intermediality gain by being supplemented by the concepts of intersubjectivity and interactivity. As a third component, we need sooner or later also discuss intercontextuality, which is still an under-theorised dimension. These ideas can be summed up in a basic cultural model, where culture is seen as founded on triangular encounters between subjects, texts and contexts -all of them in plural. This model derives from ideas from Charles S.
Peirce and Paul Ricoeur. 34 Culture may be seen as the process whereby, in such multiple triangular relations, texts are given meanings, subjects afforded identities and contexts transformed into social worlds. This extension and embedding of the intertextuality and intermediality concepts therefore reintroduces people (human agency) and society (contextual frames), thereby reducing the risk of formalism or reifying 'essentialism'.
It was mentioned above in relation to the shopping centre passages of media and people that they sometimes penetrate each other. In that project, the spatial context was held relatively constant. Adding now this third dimension on full scale makes it possible to integrate a series of further aspects and processes.
'Penetration' is here to be understood as passages that leave imprints. If for instance media 'penetrate' people in acts of reception and interpretation of texts, this does not mean that the medium or text as such is actually fused with a specific 21 subject, but rather that it passes so closely that it leaves some kind of mark. It is possible to reconstruct specific forms of interrelation and interpenetration both within each corner and along each side of the multiple subject-text-contect triangle, and to discern their results in the form of meanings, identities or social worlds.
Before, I mentioned that the consumption encounters between media and people could include penetration of media texts in subjects, in the form of reception that shapes meanings, and/or of subjects in texts through representation that shapes identities. I also mentioned the internal passages between units in the multiple textual corner, where intermediality may go deep enough to become intertextuality, while intersubjective interaction in the likewise plural subjects corner can let subjects invade each other in processes of identification. Adding multiple contexts increases the complexity considerably, by demanding theorisation of intercontextual relations, passages of subjects and texts through contexts, and variants of these where 'penetration' in one or the other direction takes place, leaving imprints or marks that transform both sides.
A more detailed elaboration of this model has to wait until another occasion. The multi-relates to the plurality of all three corners (subjects, texts and contexts), whereas the inter-points toward the passages of subjects and texts past and sometimes through each other and those spatial, social and cultural contexts that may function as thresholds by creating friction for these passages. Actually all these separate relations are only aspects of more complex transformations of whole constellations of plural subjects, texts and contexts, whereby all are developing both 22 internally and in their external relations. The movement of only one unit is an analytical special case.
The inter-theme opens up immense fields of research and theoretical development. How exactly are senses, modes, media, texts and arts interrelated?
How to conceive of the many types of passages between subjects, texts and contexts?
Which main kinds of intermedial passages may be distinguished? How do they relate to the four basic symbolic levels of materiality, form-relations, meaning and pragmatics? What is gained by switching to an inter-perspective when it comes to specific empirical cultural studies? All this has to be further discussed.
This whole series of inter-concepts points at a basic mediality in cultural studies.
In contrast to ideas by Larry Grossberg and other poststructuralist theorists who strive to erase all traces of mediation and return to facts as they are, I instead propose a critical hermeneutics where passages of mediation are the very focus of cultural theory. 35 First, the core of cultural studies is culture -those meaning-producing practices of subjects on texts in contexts. Second, cultural studies demand communicative inter-theorising through interdisciplinary dialogues, to understand the multiple interrelations of late modern media culture. Third, cultural studies proceed by critical and reflexive bricolage and combinatory reworking of crossing traditions rather than by stepping totally out of inherited concepts and transgressing into some completely new void. Old boundaries are rarely erased, but they can and should be renegotiated, dynamised and made reflexively accessible.
The multi-perspective declares that no single monocentric entity -not even the concepts of multimodality or intermediality -can grapple the plurality of 23 phenomena and perspectives of media culture. The inter-perspective departs from all self-sufficient essences, instead to focus on relations and the between, i.e. on mediations. Our communication society is based on mediations between texts and people, in that people pass and meet each other through texts, and texts pass and encounter each other through people. I consider this as a further development of the critical hermeneutic perspective on culture and cultural studies, reinforcing the 'cultural turn' by a supplementary 'intermedial turn'. 36 Cultural studies does right to honour those little profane threshold gods who mark the transgressive passages that constitute the productively mediating flows of culture.
